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ABSTRACT
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A polygonal hybrid system (SPDIs) is a planar hybrid system, whose dynami s is dened by
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Figure 1: Example of an SPDI.

GSPDI rea hability to SPDI rea hability. Furthermore, we
for GSPDI rea hability, based on that for SPDIs.
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alled Generalized SPDIs (GSPDIs). In this

provide a terminating algorithm implementing a semi-test
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region through the same edge. SPDIs without su h an assumption are
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onstant dierential in-

The de idability result is based, among other things, on
the fa t that a traje tory

e2

xf

Informally, an SPDI

onsists of a partition of the plane

into polygonal regions where in ea h region the dynami s is
given by two ve tors determining the possible dire tions a

Categories and Subject Descriptors

traje tory might take; a simple SPDI, and a typi al traje -

D.2.4 [Software℄: Software/Program Veri ation

tory segment, are depi ted in Fig. 1. The

onstru tive proof

for de iding rea hability on SPDIs given in [5℄ relies, among
other things, on the fa t that the SPDI has the

goodness

General Terms

property, i.e. the dynami s of any region does not allow a

Veri ation

traje tory to traverse any edge of the polygon dening the
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goodness assumption is a

region in both dire tions. We say that an SPDI without the

Generalized SPDI or GSPDI for

short. The frontier between de idable and unde idable low-

Hybrid systems, veri ation, rea hability, de idability, GSPDI.

dimensional hybrid systems has been studied in [4, 9℄.
those papers, a wide are of

1.

the de idability/unde idability issue is still open. To date,

INTRODUCTION
Systems

ombining dis rete and

ontinuous behaviors, as

for instan e robots and hemi al pro esses, are

alled hybrid

systems. Though hybrid automata [1℄ have gained popularity as a spe i ation formalism for hybrid systems, their
analysis remains a big
de idable.
ability)

hallenge as most problems are un-

An interesting and still de idable (w.r.t rea h-

lass of hybrid systems is the so- alled Polygonal

Hybrid System (SPDI for short, [5, 7℄) whi h is a sub lass
of hybrid systems on the plane whose dynami s is dened by
onstant dierential in lusions. SPDIs are a generalization
of PCDs (deterministi

In

lasses was established for whi h

systems with Pie e-wise Constant

Derivatives) for whi h it has been shown that the rea hability problem is de idable for the planar

ase but unde idable

for three and higher dimensions [2℄.
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it is not known whether rea hability for GPSDIs is de idable
or not.
In this paper we show that there is no

redu tion

stru ture-preserving

from GSPDI rea hability to SPDI rea hability.

However, the SPDI algorithm reveals to be very useful to
give an algorithm implementing a

semi-test (that gives YES/

don't know answers) for GSPDI rea hability.

We prove

soundness and termination of the algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. In next se tion we explain informally the problems arising when relaxing goodness while in Se tion 3 we give some preliminaries on SPDIs.
In Se tion 4 we present GSPDIs, whereas Se tion 5 is
erned with GSPDI rea hability analysis.

We

on-

on lude in

the last se tion.

2. ON GOODNESS
One of the key

on epts of SPDI rea hability is that of

goodness. In Fig. 2 we

an see a good region (isolated from

the rest of the SPDI), where the two ve tors

a

and

b

de-

termine the impossibility of a traje tory to enter and leave
the region

P

through the same edge of the polygon delim-

iting the region. On the other hand, the gure on the right
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Figure 2: a) A good region. b) A bad region.
shows a bad region: Both

e2

and

e5

an be

Figure 3: Ordering of edges on an SPDI.

rossed in both

dire tions by a traje tory entering and leaving

Why Goodness is Good?

a

In

P.

semi-plane

an be traversed only in the other dire tion. As

shown in Fig. 3 the goodness assumption determines a

The algorithm presented in

tain  ontiguity of

er-

entry-only edges (In) and exit-only edges

[5, 7℄ for de iding rea hability on SPDI heavily depends on

(Out) belonging to two disjoint sub-regions. Some lemmas

the pre-pro essing of traje tory segments to guarantee that

and proofs of soundness of the SPDI rea hability algorithm

signatures,

it is possible to list all the possible sets of

i.e.,

those sequen es of edges of the SPDI traversed by all the
possible traje tories between two points. This is of

ourse

depend on this

ontiguity. If we relax goodness, we should

be able to re-prove all su h results without assuming the
ontiguity of entry-only and exit-only edges.

not possible in general as there are innitely many su h

This let us with the se ond alternative. Unfortunately, to

traje tories. However, a qualitative analysis allows to prove

date there is no proof of de idability (nor of unde idability)

that indeed there is a nite number of abstra t signatures

to the rea hability problem on GSPDIs. On the other hand,

( alled

types of signatures) preserving rea

we will show that we

hability.

The above is a hieved by performing the following steps.

an relax the goodness assumption as

to give a terminating pro edure for GPSDI rea hability that

1) Simpli ation of traje tory segments: straightening them

whenever gives YES, the answer is

and removing self- rossings. Given an arbitrary traje tory

answer is not known.

orre t, and otherwise the

segment from one point to another, it is possible to get
a pie ewise

onstant derivative traje tory segment without

self- rossing. 2) Abstra tion of traje tory segments into

natures,

onsidering the sequen e of traversed edges. This

result is based on the

Poin aré map [8℄,

ontinuous-time systems with
tems.

3)

sig-

Fa torization

that relates

(n − 1)-dim dis

n-dim

rete-time sys-

of signatures in a

onvenient way,

having only sequen es of edges and simple

y les. This fa -

torization allows to have a ni e representation of signatures.
4) Abstra tion of fa torized signatures into

tures,

types of signa-

that are signatures without taking into a

number of times ea h simple

ount the

y le is iterated.

Many of the lemmas for proving that the above provides
a nite number of types signatures

riti ally depend on the

goodness assumption, ae ting the

onstru tive proof given

for de iding rea hability of SPDIs.

Why Relaxing Goodness is not so Good?

The main

question now is, how mu h do we need to depend on the
goodness assumption to prove de idability of rea hability of
SPDIs? In other words, let us

onsider SPDIs without the

goodness assumptions (GSPDIs). Is rea hability still de idable? We have two alternatives: a) Redu e GSPDI rea hability to SPDI rea hability. This would imply to restate the

3. PRELIMINARIES
This se tion is more te hni al, re alling the main denitions and

on epts needed to understand the rest of the

paper. For a more detailed presentation see [7℄.
2
Let a = (a1 , a2 ), x = (x1 , x2 ) ∈ R and α, β

∈ R. The
a = (a1 , a2 ) and x = (x1 , x2 ) is
dened as a · x = a1 x1 + a2 x2 . We denote by x̂ the ve tor
(x2 , −x1 ) obtained from x by rotating lo kwise by the angle
π/2. Noti e that x · x̂ = 0.
b
An angle ∠a on the plane, dened by two non-zero ve tors
a, b is the set of all positive linear ombinations x = α a +
β b, with α, β ≥ 0, and α + β > 0. We an always assume
that b is situated in the ounter- lo kwise dire tion from a.

inner produ t of two ve

tors

Definition 1. A polygonal hybrid system (SPDI) is a
pair H = hP, φi, where P is a nite partition of the plane
(with ea h P ∈ P being a onvex polygon), alled the regions
of the SPDI, and φ is a fun tion whi h asso iates a pair
of ve tors to ea h polygon: φ(P ) = (aP , bP ). In an SPDI
every point on the plane has its dynami s dened a ording
to whi h polygon it belongs to: if x ∈ P , then ẋ ∈ ∠baPP .

proofs to make them independent of the goodness assumption.

b) Provide a

ompletely new de idability proof for

GSPDI. This will probably need to use dierent te hniques
and results than the ones used for SPDIs. The rst alternative above seems the most straightforward and easy to do.
However, as we show in this paper it is not possible to redu e
GSPDI rea hability to SPDI rea hability with a stru turepreserving transformation (a more pre ise denition of su h
a redu tion will be given in Se tion 5.1).

This is done by

proving that it is not possible, in general, to simplify

ertain

traje tories entering and leaving a given region through the
same edge, to traje tories behaving as in SPDIs.

One of

the main problems when relaxing goodness is that a region
annot be bi-partitioned anymore into two semi-planes were
all the edges in one semi-plane

an be traversed only in one

dire tion, w.r.t. the region, and all the edges in the other

P . We say that e ∈ E(P )
P if for all x ∈ e and for all c ∈ φ(P ),
x + cǫ ∈ P for some ǫ > 0. We say that e is an exit-only of
P if the same ondition holds for some ǫ < 0. We denote by
In(P ) ⊆ E(P ) the set of all entry-only edges of P and by
Out(P ) ⊆ E(P ) the set of all exit-only edges of P .
Let

is an

E(P )

be the set of edges of

entry-only

of

Assumption 1. All the edges in E(P ) are either entryonly or exit-only, that is, E(P ) = In(P ) ∪ Out(P ). We say
then that all the regions in an SPDI are good or that they
have the goodness property.

In SPDIs,

sliding on an edge is not allowed.

That means

that a traje tory segment rea hing an edge being exit-only
to two adja ent regions will blo k.

Example 1. In Fig. 2-(a), region P (with φ(P ) = (a, b))
is good, sin e all are entry-only or exit-only edges. Fig. 2(b) shows a region that is not good: edges e2 and e5 are not
in In(P ) ∪ Out(P ).

A

EXIT-LEFT: The leftmost traje tory exits the

exits the

y le (through the right) but the leftmost one stays
L ≤ l∗ ≤ U < u∗ .

of an SPDI is a

ontinuous fun tion

whi h is smooth everywhere ex ept in a

t ∈ [0, T ], if
ξ̇(t) is dened then ξ̇(t) ∈ φ(P ). The signature,
denoted Sig(ξ), is the ordered sequen e of edges traversed by
the traje tory segment, that is, e1 , e2 , . . ., where ξ(ti ) ∈ ei
and ti < ti+1 . If T = ∞, a traje tory segment is alled a

The

lassi ation above provides useful information about

the qualitative behavior of traje tories. Any traje tory that

dis rete set of points, and su h that for all

enters a DIE

ξ(t) ∈ P

ber of turns. If the

and

traje tory.

y le will eventually quit it after a nite numy le is STAY, all traje tories that hap-

pen to enter it will keep turning inside it forever. In all other
ases, some traje tories will turn for a while and then exit,
and others will

ontinue turning forever. This information is

ru ial for solving the rea hability problem for SPDIs, and

The SPDI illustrated in Fig. 1 ontains 8
regions R1 , . . . , R8 . To ea h region Ri we asso iate a pair of
ve tors (ai , bi ) meaning that ẋ belongs to their positive hull:
a1 = b1 = (1, 5), a2 = b2 = (−1, 21 ), a3 = (−1, 11
) and
60
b3 = (−1, − 41 ), a4 = b4 = (−1, −1), a5 = b5 = (0, −1),
a6 = b6 = (1, −1), a7 = b7 = (1, 0), a8 = b8 = (1, 1).

provides a means to a
We re all now the

Example 2.

3.1 Successors and predecessors
Given an SPDI, we x a one-dimensional

oordinate sys-

tem on ea h edge to represent points lying on edges.
notational

y le

inside, that is,

traje tory segment

ξ : [0, T ] → R2

U ).

(through the left) but the rightmost one stays inside, that is,
l∗ < L ≤ u∗ ≤ U . EXIT-RIGHT: The rightmost traje tory

onvenien e, we will use

e

For

to denote both the

edge and its one-dimensional representation.

A

ordingly,

x ∈ e or x ∈ e, to mean point x in edge e with
oordinate x in the one-dimensional oordinate system of e.
The same onvention is applied to sets of points of e represented as intervals (e.g., x ∈ I or x ∈ I , where I ⊆ e) and
to traje tories (e.g.,  ξ starting in x or  ξ starting in x).
′
Now, let P ∈ P, e ∈ In(P ) and e ∈ Out(P ). For I ⊆ e,
Succee′ (I) is the set of all points in e′ rea hable from some
2
point in I by a traje tory segment ξ : [0, t] → R in P
′
′
(i.e., ξ(0) ∈ I ∧ ξ(t) ∈ e ∧ Sig(ξ) = ee ). Given I = [l, u],
Succee′ (I) = F (I ∩ See′ ) ∩ Jee′ , where See′ ∈ e and Jee′ ∈ e′
2
1
are intervals , F ([l, u]) = hfl (l), fu (u)i and fl and fu are
ane fun tions (a fun tion f : R → R is ane i f (x) =
ax + b with a > 0).
we write

elerate the analysis.

representation theorem for SPDIs that

allows to fa torize the signatures (step 3 in Se tion 2) in
a

onvenient way.

The theorem not only guarantees the

existen e of the above representation for SPDIs but also
provides a

onstru tive way of doing so [7℄.

Theorem 1. Given an SPDI, let σ = e1 . . . ep be an edge
signature, then it an always be written as σA = r1 sk11 . . . rn
sknn rn+1 , where for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, ri is a sequen e of
pairwise dierent edges and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, si is a simple
y le (i.e., without repetition of edges).

This representation of signatures is the base to obtain

types of signatures

(step 4 in Se tion 2) with the following

good properties
Lemma 2. Given an SPDI, let σ = e0 . . . ep be a feasible
signature, then its type, type(σ) = r1 , s1 , . . . , rn , sn , rn+1
satises the following properties:

P1

For every

1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n + 1, ri

P2

For every

1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, si

and rj are disjoint;

and sj are dierent.

The above lemma guarantees that there are only nitely
many dierent types of signatures, ensuring termination of
the SPDI rea hability algorithm.

3.2 Qualitative analysis of simple edge-cycles
σ = e1 · · · ek e1
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ k.
F = hfl , fu i.
Let

for all

Given a simple

fl

and

y le

fu ,

y le

ei 6= ej
Succσ (I) = F (I ∩ Sσ ) ∩ Jσ with

be a simple edge- y le, i.e.,
Let

σ,

respe tively,

l∗ and u∗ be the x-points3 of
and hL, U i = Sσ ∩ Jσ . Any simple
let

an be of one of the following kinds. STAY: The

4. GSPDI
The

goodness

restri tion (Assumption 1) was originally

introdu ed to simplify treatment of traje tories to guarantee, among other things, that ea h region
into

an be partitioned

entry-only and exit-only edges in an ordered way, a fa

t

y le

used in the proof of de idability of the rea hability problem.

is not abandoned neither by the leftmost nor the rightmost
L ≤ l∗ ≤ u∗ ≤ U . DIE: The rightmost

Without goodness there are edges that are neither of entry-

traje tory exits the

leads to the following denition.

traje tory, that is,

y le through the left ( onsequently the

leftmost one also exits) or the leftmost traje tory exits the
y le through the right ( onsequently the rightmost one also
(u∗ < L) ∨ (l∗ > U ). EXIT-BOTH: The

exits), that is,

leftmost traje tory exits the

y le through the left and the
∗
∗

rightmost one through the right, that is,

(l < L) ∧ (u >

1

The intervals See′ and Jee′ intuitively `trun ate' the domain
and o-doamin of the su essor fun tion. See [7℄ for a more
detailed presentation.

2

h·, ·i denotes an interval. For notational onvenien e, we
do not make expli it whether intervals are open, losed, leftopen or right-open, unless required for omprehension.
∗
3
The x-point x is omputed by solving a linear equation
f (x∗ ) = x∗ , whi h an be nite or innite.

only nor of exit-only as shown in Fig.

2.

This naturally

Definition 2. An edge e ∈ P is an inout edge of P if e
is neither an entry-only nor an exit-only edge of P .

Note that formally speaking the denition of SPDI does
not ex lude inouts edges, however, to make a

lear separa-

tion between SPDIs with the goodness assumption and those
without su h an assumption, we

SPDI (GSPDI).

all the latter

generalized

Thus, in GSPDIs there are three kinds of

edges: inouts, entry-only and exit-only edges.
Self- rossing of traje tory segments of SPDIs
inated whi h allow us to
tory (segments).

an be elim-

onsider only non- rossing traje -

The proof given in [7℄

an be extended

xf

xf

b
c

e

e

x0

x0

a

(a)

(a’)

d

Figure 4: (a) Proper inout edge; (b) Sliding edge.
to deal with the

ase when the self- rossing traje tories in-

Figure 5: Counter-example for Proposition 1.

volve inout edges, so the result still holds for GSPDIs. Thus
in what follows we will

onsider only traje tory segments

without self- rossings.
Noti e that on GSPDIs a traje tory

an interse t an

edge at an innite number of points be ause it

an

slide at

it. Thus, a tra e is not anymore a sequen e of points but
rather a sequen e of intervals.

The tra e of a traje tory ξ is the sequen e
trace(ξ) = I0 I1 . . . of the interse tion intervals of ξ with the
set of traversed edges.
Definition 3.

A point interval
no

I = [x, x]

will be written as

x

whenever

onfusion might arise.

Definition 4. An edge signature (or simply a signature)
of a GSPDI is a sequen e of edges. The edge signature
of a traje tory ξ , Sig(ξ), is the ordered sequen e of traversed edges by the traje tory, that is, Sig(ξ) = e0 e1 . . ., with
trace(ξ) = I0 I1 . . . and Ii ⊆ ei . The region signature of ξ
is the sequen e RSig(ξ) = P0 P1 . . . of traversed regions, that
is, ei ∈ In(Pi ).

Noti e that in many
fa t points.

ases the intervals of a tra e are in

We say that a traje tory with edge signature

Sig(ξ) = e0 e1 . . . ei . . . and tra e trace(ξ) = I0 I1 . . . Ii . . .
interval- rosses edge ei if Ii is not a point.
Given a traje tory segment, we will make the dieren e
between

proper inout edges and sliding edges.

Let ξ be a traje tory segment from point
x0 ∈ e0 to xf ∈ ef , with edge signature Sig(ξ) = e0 . . . ei . . . en ,
and ei ∈ E(P ) be an inout edge of P . We say that ei is a
sliding edge of P for ξ if ξ interval- rosses ei , otherwise e is
said to be a proper inout edge of P for ξ .
Definition 5.

We say that a traje tory segment

P

e

Example 3. In Fig. 4-(a), e is a proper inout edge. Edge
on Fig. 4-(b) is a sliding edge.

and

ξ

slides on an edge e if
sliding

is a sliding edge of

for

ξ

ξ

e

is said to be a

traje tory if there is at least one sliding edge e ∈ Sig(ξ).

5.

REACHABILITY ANALYSIS OF GSPDI
In order to get a sound

de ision algorithm,

based on the

SPDI algorithm, we would need to prove the following theoreti al results: (1) Show that it is enough to

onsider tra-

je tories without self- rossing (argument of its validity presented in the previous se tion); (2) Show that it is possible to
eliminate all inout edges, preserving rea hability; (3) Show
that it is possible to eliminate all sliding edges, preserving rea hability (Se tion 5.1); (4) Re-state and prove some
results on SPDI rea hability useful to GPSDI rea hability
analysis (Se tion 5.2); (5) Prove soundness and termination
(Se tion 5.3).

However, as we will see in Se tion 5.1 step (2) is not valid,
and we thus get a

semi-test algorithm for GSPDI rea

habil-

ity analysis instead, by proving the rest of the above steps.
Due to la k of spa e we do not provide full proofs here;
see [10℄ for more details.

5.1 Simplification of Trajectory Segments
We rst start by showing that the good properties of the
representation theorem for SPDIs are not valid any longer
for GSPDIs.
Proposition 1. Property P2 of the representation theorem for SPDIs (Lemma 2) does not hold in general for
GSPDIs.

ξ be a traje tory with signature Sig(ξ) =
σ = e0 . . . ei . . . en . . . of a given GSPDI. The proposition
states that it is not possible in general to write σ in the
k
k
form σA = r1 s1 1 . . . rn snn rn+1 with the properties stated

Proof Sket h: Let

in Lemma 2.

The proof is done by providing a

example. A typi al
a signature

ounter-

ounter-example should allow to obtain

onsisting of a

lo kwise spiral followed by a

ounter- lo kwise spiral (or vi e-versa) and then ba k to the
rst spiral. In su h a

ase it is possible to nd two simple

y les whi h are repeated in the type of signature. Let us
onsider the GSPDI of Fig. 5. To keep it simple we do not
write down the dynami s of the regions and we assume that
they are as to allow the segments of traje tories shown in
the pi ture to be well-dened. In su h a GSPDI it is possible

r1 s1 r2 s2 r3 s3 . . .,
s1 = (abcd), s2 = (dcba), and s3 = (abcd). Sin e
s1 = s3 , then property P2 of Lemma 2 is not satised.
to obtain the following type of signature:

where

The following lemma presents some typi al

ases where it

is possible to eliminate proper inout edges.
Lemma 3. Let ξ be a traje tory segment with initial point
x0 ∈ e0 and nal point xf ∈ ef , with edge signature Sig(ξ) =
e0 . . . ei . . . en . If ei is a proper inout edge then in some
ases there exists a traje tory segment ξ ′ from x0 to xf that
traverses ei in at most one sense (that is, ei is either an

entry-only or an exit-only, but no both).
Proof Sket h.

where edge

ei

ward algebrai

In Fig. 6-(a) we illustrate a typi al

is a proper inout edge.

ase

After a straightfor-

ve tor manipulation, on the same lines of

elimination of self- rossings, the traje tory segment shown
in Fig. 6-(a') is obtained.
Note that the above does not establish

ompleteness of a

redu tion from GSPDIs into SPDIs rea hability sin e there
are

ases where the above is not possible, as shown in the

following proposition.
Proposition 2. Given a GSPDI, assume there exists a
traje tory segment from points x0 ∈ e0 to xf ∈ ef , traversing

xf

xf

xf
e

e

xf

e

e

x0

(a)

(a’)

Figure 6: Inout
e4
b

xf
x0 e1

(b)

The GSPDI of Fig.

eliminated as to preserve that

xf

x0 .

e

some light on the kind of GSPDI regions serving as

ounter-

examples. It su es to take any traje tory exiting a region
through an edge (e2 in the gure) and entering to the region
again through the same edge, with a dynami s forbidding
the sliding from the exit point (x1 ) to the entry point (x2 ).
The traje tory must not have self- rossings.
The above result is based on the fa t that the underlying
onvex polygons of the GSPDI as well as its dynami s is
xed; the only restri tion is the prohibition of traje tories
entering and exiting a region through the same edge, though
the dynami s still would allow to do so. Let

G,

and that

S

G

G

be a GSPDI,

with the above restri -

preserves the underlying stru ture
is an underlying SPDI of G (noti e that in
S

general there are many underlying SPDIs for ea h GSPDI).
We say that there is a

stru ture-preserving redu tion

from

the GSPDI rea hability problem to the SPDI rea hability
problem if there is a transformation from any GSPDI instan e

G

S of G , su h that
ReachSP DI (S, x0 , xf ) = Yes.

into an underlying SPDI instan e

Rea h(G, x0 , xf ) = Yes

i

From the above proposition we

e

x0

x0

(d)

(d’)

To

ounter-example. The example, however, sheds

a GSPDI obtained from

xf

annot be dire tly

is rea hable from

(c’)

xf

Figure 8: Sliding

keep the explanation simple we do not present here a formal

tion, then we say that

x0

(c)

7 presents a typi-

al example of an inout edge (e2 ) whi h

e

x0

inout edges in both dire tions. Then it is, in general, not
possible to nd a traje tory segment whose edge signature
ontains no proper inout edges (traversed in both dire tions),
between them.

of

(b’)

e

x1

Figure 7: A non-eliminating inout edge.

S

e

e

ase.

e2

e6

and

xf

x2

a

Proof Sket h:

(a’)

xf

e3

P

e5

GSPDI as

x0

(a)

x0

x0

on lude that it is not

Proof Sket h.

Sliding edges

ases (plus the symmetri
(a) to (d). The

ases.

an arise in four dierent

ases); they are shown in Fig. 8-

orresponding primed gures (Fig. 8-(a') to

(d')) show the transformation done in order to avoid sliding
on edge

e.

We do not give a formal proof of

ompleteness

of the result here. Noti e that indeed the above transformation is always possible sin e in all the
segment of traje tory

ases the new obtained

an be expressed as a positive linear

ombination of two suitable existing segments of traje tory.
Su h two segments are the sliding segment, and another segment of traje tory with starting point at the beginning or
the end of the sliding segment.
As a

onsequen e we have the following result, showing

the existen e of a non-sliding traje tory.
Proposition 4. If there exists a sliding traje tory segment from points x0 ∈ e0 to xf ∈ ef then there always
exists a non-sliding traje tory segment between them.
Proof. By indu tion on the number

n

of sliding edges

of the signature of the traje tory segment using Lemma 4 in
the indu tion step.

possible to redu e GSPDI rea hability to SPDI rea hability
sin e we may miss some of the positive answers. We have
then the following result.

There is no stru ture-preserving redu tion from the GSPDI rea hability problem to the SPDI rea hability problem.
Proposition 3.

In what follows we
rst that we

on entrate on sliding edges; we show

an eliminate sliding edges.

Let ξ be a traje tory segment from x0 ∈ e0 to
xf ∈ ef with edge signature Sig(ξ) = e0 . . . ei . . . ef . If ei is
a sliding edge for ξ then there exists a traje tory segment ξ ′
from x0 to xf that does not slide on edge ei .
Lemma 4.

Sliding is not easy to treat in general sin e an edge always belongs to two dierent regions with dierent dynami s. Thus a traje tory may be allowed to slide by one of
the dynami s but not by the other. For our purposes we assume that at an inout edge a traje tory
one of the dynami s allows so.

an slide if at least

This assumption does not

ae t the rea hability analysis.

5.2 SPDI Results used in GSPDI Analysis
We will see in next subse tion that the semi-test algorithm for rea hability analysis of GSPDIs depends on the
generation of all the possible underlying SPDIs obtained after xing the inout edges as entry-only or exit-only edges.

an still apply the rea hability

showing that for some traje tories traversing an inout edge

algorithm for SPDIs, we need to: (1) Redene the edge-to-

in both dire tions there is no traje tory traversing the edge

Succ, to be able to deal with sliding

only in one dire tion. Sin e those traje tories are, however,

In order to guarantee that we
edge su

essor operator,

edges; (2) Topologi ally rephrase and prove the results of

obtained only on very spe i

[7℄ that use the

gue that we miss indeed few positive answers. This would

ontiguity between entry-only and exit-only

ases (Proposition 2), we ar-

edges in their proofs; (3) The proofs of soundness of the

need to be pra ti ally

Exit-LEFT and Exit-STAY algorithms also rely on the

gorithm, whi h remain a future work. Note that the most

on-

tiguity hypothesis, and need thus to be re-proved (see [10℄).
Con erning the rst point above, note that it is
to dene a (trivial) su

essor

Succe

where

e

onvenient

is a single edge.

The only way to do it preserving the semi-group property

Succe (I) = I .

orroborated by implementing the al-

di ult part is already implemented in the tool SPeeDI [3℄
and we would only need to implement steps 1 and 2 of the
GSPDI algorithm.
Complexity is another issue. In the worst

ase it is

lear

Noti e that for GSPDIs,

that the algorithm introdu es an exponential blow-up as it

however, we add the following

ases in ase e is an inout
I = hl, ui, and given hL, U i = Se ∩Je : Succe (I) =
Succe (I) = hl, U i, depending on whi h dire tion e

has to generate all possible underlying SPDIs after xing in-

edge, with

out edges as entry-only or exit-only edges. Some qualitative

for SPDIs is to put

hL, ui,

or

signatures. This might be done by

5.3 Reachability Algorithm
H

as entry-only or exit-only,

onsidering

all the possible permutations.
Let

Rea h(H, x0 , xf )

GSPDI

H.

It

We believe this paper positively

ontributes to the analy-

sis of low-dimensional hybrid systems, given that the GSPDI
lass lies on the frontier of de idable/unde idable hybrid systems. Moreover, GSPDIs may be used to approximate non-

be the rea hability algorithm for a

onsists of the following steps:

2. Generate the set of SPDIs

linear planar dierential equations, for whi h exa t solutions
are not easy to obtain.

1. Dete t all the inout edges;
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